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1 INTRODUCTION 

1.1 SCOPE 

This document summarises the current status of OBC development and decisions made. Main purpose of is to give 

an overview of hardware used, software architecture, development and testing process, development and test 

environments and describe main functionalities and interfaces. 

1.2 PROJECT DOCUMENTATION STRUCTURE 

See §1.3 in [PW-Sat2-C-00.00-Overview-CDR]. 

1.3 DOCUMENT CONTRIBUTORS 

This document and any results described were prepared by Future Processing programmers and PW-Sat2 project 

team members. 
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2 SYSTEM DESCRIPTION 

2.1 FLIGHT MODEL 

From Phase A analysis conclusion was made that microcontrollers families such as STM32 can efficiently function 

on LEO for at least a year. Taking into account following factors like: 

 Microcontroller power and architecture 

 Power budget 

 Package 

 Physical interfaces (e.g. Availability of pins) 

 Failure-resistance  

 Price 

And the analysis, after comparing the requirements to the availability of a hardware on the market decision was 

narrowed to following three models of OBC 

1. NanoMind A712D – ARM7 (Gomespace) (ref 1) 

2. ISIS – ARM9 (ref 2) 

3. Cube Computer - ARM Cortex-M3(ref3)  

2.1.1 OBC FLIGHT MODEL 

 CubeSpace CubeComputer  

 EFM32GG280 

 RAM (2x1MB, FPGA) 

 Flash (MCU internal, NOR for program, NOR for data on payload board) 

 I2C bus (System & Payload) 

 SPI bus 

2.2 DEVELOPMENT MODEL 

2.2.1 DEVBOARD (EFM32GG-STK) 

For development purposes we are using EFM32GG Starter Kit from Silicon Labs which contains board with: 

 EFM32GG990F1024 MCU 

 J-Link  

 32MB NAND Flash 

 Goldpins for many MCU pins 
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Differences between MCU (990 vs 280) are small and should not be preventing us from development. 

2.2.2 I2C MOCK 

During development and testing it is necessary to perform a lot of tests on hardware. However using real devices 

(like COMM, EPS, SunS) will be very ineffective as it is hard (if not impossible) to control test environment. That 

problem can be solved by using technique called "mocking"  by replacing each device by simple version can 

exposes the same interface but can be configured to behave exactly in the way it is needed providing predictable 

test environment.  

In case of OBC I2C bus is used to communicate with all external devices. That fact allows us to simplify 

development & test environment by using single device that acts as a bridge between I2C bus and PC where actual 

mocks of devices are running. Using that approach gives very flexible and simple solution. 

Device that acts as I2C-PC bridge (DeviceMock) was designed by OBC team and manufactured by FP 

Intstruments. Detailed documentation is available in OBC wiki (https://github.com/PW-

Sat2/PWSat2OBC/wiki/Device-mockups-overview). 

2.3 ENGINEERING MODEL 

In the near future there is a plan to develop engineering model of OBC much closer to the flight one. The purpose 

is to use the same types components and connections which is closer to the original OBC design, (dev model is 

not 100% the same) especially with the same CPU and memory. Other factor to take that decision is to not degrade 

original flight model memory. One thing which would be different comparing to the flight model it to skip FPGA 

component, however from the functional point of view it is transparent and should not have a big impact on the 

overall solution. It will be measured delay time required for FPGA and it will be introduced in the engineering 

model if it is the case. Below it is diagram to present logical schema of engineering model (Figure 1 – Engineering 

OBC model – logical diagram). This model would be designed and developed by FPI (http://fp-

instruments.com/en/home/).  

https://github.com/PW-Sat2/PWSat2OBC/wiki/Device-mockups-overview
https://github.com/PW-Sat2/PWSat2OBC/wiki/Device-mockups-overview
http://fp-instruments.com/en/home/
http://fp-instruments.com/en/home/
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Figure 1 – Engineering OBC model – logical diagram 
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3 HIGH-LEVEL ARCHITECTURE 

3.1 OVERVIEW 

Target platform of OBC software is FreeRtos1. Logically high-level architecture could be split to be presented at 

the following view where at the top there is a main functionality (code to control mission) and lower layers below 

like modules, service buses, memory management, drivers to the hardware. 

 

Figure 2 – OBC architecture overview. 

3.2 MISSION 

3.2.1 STATE MANAGEMENT 

State management is the main part of mission code. It is keeping track of satellite state and reacting to it is one the 

most important tasks of OBC. Chosen implementation for PW-Sat2 resembles approach from many games - "game 

loop" which can be described with simple pseudo-code: 

While(True) 
{ 
 CheckForInput() 
  CalculateMoves() 
  Draw() 
} 

                                                           

 

 

1 http://www.freertos.org/ 
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Approach used in OBC is shown by following pseudo-code: 

While(True) 
{ 
 UpdateState() 
 if not StateIsValid() then 
  HandleInvalidState() 
 else 
 DetermineActionsToExecute() 
 ExecuteActions() 
} 

Actual implementation uses fine-grained composable elements that allows easy testing both small subsets as well 

as larger groups of components with variety of input conditions. Additionally is state can be reconstructed at each 

iteration restarts of OBC will not affect state management as there will be no dependency between iterations. 

HandleInvalidState: not yet implemented – TBD 

3.2.2 TASKS 

There are several tasks that are running and providing basic OBC functionality: 

 COMM queue handler 

Receives command from ground station and handles them accordingly 

 Mission control 

Executes loop described in section State Management 

 Watchdog 

OBC is protected by several watchdogs. Each must be reset in specific intervals to prevent from restarting 

OBC. Priority of this task should be chosen very carefully as too high priority will result in resetting OBC 

even when important task (but with lower priority) is stuck and too low may result in starving it and trigger 

OBC reset even when everything is operating correctly. 

Other tasks: TBD 

3.2.3 LOGGING 

Logging is important part of any software as it provides quick insight into internals of system. For development 

purposes OBC is using SWO channel 1 as endpoint for all log messages.  

LoggingOnFlightModel: not yet implemented - TBD 
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3.3 DRIVERS 

As OBC is targeting single hardware platform there is no need for elaborate hardware abstraction layer. However 

to make development easier drivers for needed low-level peripherals were created. These drivers captures 

complexity and provides basic integration with rest of code (like synchronization of access to non-shareable 

resources).  

3.3.1 DRIVER STACK 

Based on low-level drivers more sophisticated ones can be built like drivers for specific devices (for example 

EPS drivers is using I2C driver). That structure allows to create decorators for drivers that provides additional 

capabilities (automatic retry of transfer, fall backing to secondary bus). 

3.4 FILE SYSTEM 

3.4.1 YAFFS 

Due to limited size of RAM memory (1MB) it is impossible to keep there all mission artefacts (telemetry, 

experiment logs, photos). Moreover power cycle will result in loss of anything that was stored there. Therefore 

some non-volatile storage is provided on payload board by 16MB NOR Flash memory. Data stored there will be 

organized with Yaffs2 file system which is designed for NAND/NOR memories and provides wear levelling and 

fault protection. Also it is well-known solution that is used in projects like Android.  

3.5 ENERGY MODES 

Microcontroller chosen to be OBC support various energy saving modes. First energy mode (EM1) keeps most of 

the peripherals running and wakes up on any interrupt including SysTick, so it is possible to entry EM1 when there 

is no task to execute (idle hook). 
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4 FUNCTIONALITIES 

OBC needs to provide several functionalities to fulfil the mission goal.  

4.1 RUN ADCS 

ADCS loop needs to be executed every N (TBD) seconds. Also OBC is in charge of selecting ADCS modes (start 

detumbling, sun pointing) 

4.2 HANDLE COMMUNICATION WITH GS 

Communication with Ground Station consist of following items: 

 Telemetry (short & long) 

 GS commands 

 Experiments results 

4.2.1 DOWNLINK 

Experiment results are stored in external flash memory. On request they are sent to GS. Exact description of 

process is part of OPER documentation 

4.2.2 UPLINK 

GS sends commands that are interpreted and executed by OBC. Receiver module is queried every TBD seconds 

for incoming frames. After receiving valid frame is it decrypted (AES128 CFB with key embedded during build 

process and known only to PW-Sat2 team) and command code is extracted (APID field). Based on command code 

proper handler is executed. List of commands is part of OPER documentation 

4.3 THERMAL CONTROL 

OBC is in charge of monitoring temperature of various components and reacting accordingly. Thermal status is 

included in state, so it is subject to state management. 

Thermal Control: TBD 

4.4 POWER BUDGET 

OBC is in charge of monitoring power levels and usage and reacting accordingly. Power status is included in 

state, so it is subject to state management 

Power Budget: TBD 
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4.5 TAKE PICTURE 

When scheduled by Ground Station OBC will trigger taking picture and send it in the next communication session 

4.6 RECORD VIDEO 

When scheduled by Ground Station OBC will start recording video for given period of time and send it in the next 

communication session 

4.7 OPEN SOLAR PANELS 

When commanded by Ground Station solar panels will be opened. For that point it is best to maintain sun-pointing 

ADCS mode. 

4.8 TIME KEEPING 

OBC needs to keep track of time passing to follow mission. In order to maintain time during restarts current 

timestamp is persisted in non-volatile memory in 3 copies once per 10 minutes. During boot process, stored times 

are read and value that will be used is chosen by voting. If all values are different, smallest one is selected.  

Taking smallest value makes sure that system will not got forward in time but may go back. It is safest approach 

as it will not cause mission to end prematurely or create dangerous situation (like opening sail in first 30 minutes 

from launch) 

4.9 OPEN SAIL 

Opening sail is main goal of mission. Detailed sequence of actions during that experiment are described as part 

OPER documentation. 

4.10 COLLECT EXPERIMENT RESULTS: 

4.10.1 DETUMBLING 

4.10.2 TELEMETRY DURING OPENING SAIL 
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5 OBC MODES 

Current operation of OBC is determined by current mode of operation. Each mode defines set of  update, verify 

and action descriptors (see State Managements). That approach allows easy testing of modes and provides clear 

way of describing OBC behaviour. Information about current mode is stored in non-volatile memory. 

5.1 MODE: FIRST BOOT 

Mode used after first power up. OBC should check all peripherals and if everything is working properly enter 

Nominal Mode. In case of any errors Safe Mode is triggered 

5.2 MODE: NOMINAL (OPERATIONAL) 

This mode is used during normal satellite operations. All actions are available and mission plan will be executed 

Every subsystem can be turned on by OBC 

 COMM is waiting for packets 

 COMM is transmitting beacon 

 iMTQ is detumbling 

 PLD is enabled, sensors are working 

 Saving TM data to internal memory 

5.3 MODE: SAFE 

In case of errors, Safe Mode is triggered. In this mode only critical subset of actions is available. 

Nothing is turned on, except (every other subsystem is disabled by LCL): 

 OBC 

 EPS 

 COMM (RX + beacon) –  

 if battery level is below some level X (TBD) then it will be decreased the beacon frequency 

 if battery level is below level Y (TBD) it will be turned off 

 iMTQ (internal detumbling mode) - if battery level is below level W (TBD)  turn it off by sending 

command 
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6 TECHNOLOGY STACK 

6.1.1 TOOLCHAIN 

Toolchain used with OBC is based on open-source components.  

 CMake  

o Generate build system 

o Manage dependencies between libraries  

o Control environment parameters (like serial port names) 

 GCC 

o Version for ARM embedded – arm-none-eabi 

 QEmu 

o Fork of GNU ARM Eclipse QEmu with added support for EFM32GG990 MCU 

o Used to run unit test without need to recompile code for x86 architecture 

o Support for semi hosting allows getting results from unit tests 

 Python 

o Used to run integration tests 

 J-Link 

o Official tools for J-Link from SEGGER is used 

6.1.2 FREERTOS 

OBC is using FreeRTOS version 8.2.2. It provides support for tasks and basic synchronization primitives (queues, 

semaphores, events). 

6.1.3 YAFFS 

Data stored in external Flash memory (on payload board) are managed using Yaffs2 file system. It provides wear 

levelling, so memory cells will last longer than using predefined ranges for each stored kind of data. 

6.1.4 GTEST (TESTS) 

For unit tests Google Test and Google Mock libraries are used. It was necessary to make some minor adjustments 

to run them under semi hosted bare-metal environment under QEmu. 

6.1.5 RAPIDCHECK (TESTS) 

Rapidcheck is library for property-based testing in C++. It is primary used for state management tests as it makes 

possible to check if algorithms runs correctly under wide range of inputs.  
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7 DEVELOPMENT AND TESTING PROCESS 

7.1.1 GIT 

OBC source code is kept in Git repository hosted on GitHub. Branch master contains more recent stable version. 

All changes are introduced by creating another branch, making changes there and creating pull request. Pull request 

must pass code review, to be merged to master branch. 

7.1.2 CODE REVIEW 

Code review is done using GitHub with assist of Reviewable.io.  

7.1.3 CONTINUOUS INTEGRATION 

To maintain quality of code continuous integration is used. Dedicated machine in Future-Processing is 

responsible for executing following steps for all branches in repository: 

1. Build code 

2. Run unit tests 

3. Run integration tests (hardware) 

4. Generate documentation 

o Doxygen 

o Memory usage report 

5. Calculate code coverage by unit tests 

Failure during any of that steps results in build fail and prevents branch from being merged to master 

branch. Result of each build is reported using GitHub commit status mechanism. 

7.1.4 TASK MANAGEMENT 

Task management is achieved using Trello. Board for OBC is split into following list: 

 ToDo – cards that needs to be done 

 Doing – cards that are under development 

 Pull Request – main development is done, changes are waiting for code review and being merged. It is 

not required to put card back to Doing list when fixing code review issues unless some serious changes 

are being made 

 Done – cards that are done and merged to master 

It is recommended to include some to-do list for each bigger task as it makes tracking progress easier.  
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7.2 TEST TYPES AND LEVELS 

Very basic and generic rule in software testing is to keep the right amount of test at the particular level. The great 

number of test should be at the unit test level (method, class). Smaller number of test is high-level test so called 

end to end, which are longer and bigger (e.g. scenario of communication with cubesat, sending command, request, 

response, result). That approach has two main advantages: 

- Issues are found very quickly (unit test implemented with the code) – if unit test is failed we exactly know 

the reason (place in code) 

- Next level of the software is built up on well-tested pieces  

 

Figure 3 – Test pyramid 

7.2.1 UNIT TEST 

They could be run without the hardware and they validate the logic of the classes and method. They are independent 

from infrastructure. Additionally there is used static-analysis tool which produces metrics of code coverage which 

help development to track areas potentially put to the risk (if not covered). Goal is to have that metric at the level 

~100%. Current state of exemplary files is presented below. 

 

e2e

Integration 
(SIL&HIL)

Unit tests (SIL)
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Figure 4 – Static code analysis – test coverage 

 

7.2.2 INTEGRATION TESTS 

These are higher level test. They test communication with modules, interaction with others services. Example of 

integration test could be in pseudo code: 

def test_should_receive_frame(): 

send frame ‘ABC’ through COMM module 

receive frame in OBC 

check if received frame is ‘ABC’ 

At the current state device are mocked, however interface is simulated at the hardware level so they are partially 

HIL (hardware in the loop).  

7.2.3 END TO END 

These are functional test of the mission and all implemented functionally. 

Example: 

 Send a message Z from Ground Stations 

 Receive message Z in OBC 

 Save Z message in memory  

 Read Z message from memory 

 Resent message Z from OBC to the GS 

 Compare received message Z with the one which was sent 
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7.2.4 FUNCTIONAL –  FAILURE-RESISTANT 

It is to test how OBC responses on failures. These test would verify how software and OBC with respect to the 

mission goal behave under various circumstances. Example of such scenario in pseudo code is as follows: 

 Turn on OBC 

 Initiation 

 Wait 30 minutes 

 Enter operational mode 

 …. 

  DoOperations() 

 …. 

 Take a picture 

 Simulate camera glitch 

 

7.2.5 RELIABILITY TESTING 

This is to test OBC in operational modes and also abnormal events how resistant in time it is. In other words is to 

run all end to end tests, mission tests, failure resistant test in the long loop. If failure occurs log needs to be analysed.  

From QB50 requirements was found interesting statements which are treated as must be taken into account here: 

 The satellite flight software shall be tested for at least 14h satellite continuous up-time under 

representative operations. 

 The satellite flight software shall be tested for at least 30h satellite continuous up-time. 

7.2.6 PERFORMANCE TESTING 

It is to verify how OBC software with all the hardware behaves under different load. Main types of performance 

test are proposed: 

 Typical load (COMM, ADCS, telemetry etc.) with log and memory analysis 

 Stress testing with more than typical command queue – analysis made against buffer overflow, memory 

limitation e.g. taking pictures by camera 

7.2.7 OBC SOFTWARE IN TEST CAMPAIGN 

After cubesat is integrated and different test are performed (mechanical, thermal etc.) we can perform only some 

basic tests of OBC software at the flight model. These tests will be more on less based on QB50 requirements in 

terms of OBC software 
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Figure 5 – OBC tests according to QB50 requirements 

7.3 TEST ENVIRONMENT 

Simplified diagram of current test environment is presented at the following block diagram (Figure 6 - Test 

environment). Main idea is to simulate devices connected to OBC through i2c mock connected to the PC at which 

devices are emulated and responding on OBC commands. This connection allows us to perform functional tests 

for the whole mission and also partially integration with devices. 

 

Figure 6 - Test environment 
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7.4 TEST PLAN  OVERALL SCHEDULE 

Overall and general plan for OBC software testing is presented at the following diagram 

 

Figure 7 – Test schedulle 
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8 RISK DIAGRAM 

It was created a mind-map which presents relations in terms of the risk influencing OBC software. It helps to 

determine if any change of readiness influence is a blocker for OBC development team 

 

Figure 8 – Risk relations diagram 
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9 WORK BACKLOG 

9.1 GENERAL 

In general Trello board presents the current state of work. Below in point are the main tasks done, in progress and 

planned soon. 

 

Figure 9 – Trello board 

9.2 DONE 

 Antenna driver 

 i2c driver 

 State Management skeleton 

 Gyro driver 

 Sail mock 

 Mission skeleton 

 Camera driver 

 tele commands handling 

 COMM driver 

9.3 IN PROGRESS 

 Camera Mock 

 Mission Plan 

 Magnetorques driver 
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 Frame format 

 External Flash driver 

 Abstraction of time 

9.4 NEXT TASKS 

 EPS driver 

 Sun Sensor driver 

 COMM driver update 

 ADCS integration 

 Modes implementation 

 Fault handler 

 Payload driver 

 OBC telemetry 

 Power vs temperature budget 
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